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Introduction and preparation

Before you start in September, you will need:

● At least one large lever arch file to keep your work in at home 

- please keep this organised with dividers - you will be asked 

to bring it in for occasional folder checks

● A smaller A4 file to bring into school - you will be expected to 

have the last two lessons’ work with you to refer back to, as 

well as your homework

This summer work is designed to re-cap (or introduce you to, if 

you’re new to the subject) the basics of research methods, give 

you a historical overview of psychology as a science, introduce you 

to the Cornell note-taking method, and give you a chance to 

conduct and write-up a short experiment at home.

Please bring this completed booklet to your first few lessons in 

September. 
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Cornell note-taking method

We highly recommend that you learn to use this method when taking 

notes. It is designed to give you space to make detailed notes, but also to 

highlight the key points and summarise so that you can quickly find the 

information you need when you are referring back to them and revising. 

It looks like this: 

Have a look at the tutorial here 

https://canvas.cornell.edu/courses/1451/pages/view-cornell-note-taking

?module_item_id=28437 or look online - there are lots if you google it.
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https://canvas.cornell.edu/courses/1451/pages/view-cornell-note-taking?module_item_id=28437
https://canvas.cornell.edu/courses/1451/pages/view-cornell-note-taking?module_item_id=28437


A brief history of psychology

Read through the timeline on this page and answer the questions below.

https://www.learner.org/series/discovering-psychology/explorations/history-of-psychol
ogy-contemporary-foundations/ 

1. In which year, and where, did Wilhelm Wundt open the first 
psychology laboratory?

2. Who, and when, first introduced the term ‘psychoanalysis’?

1. When was the first general intelligence scale developed - and who 
did so?

2. Which approach did John B. Watson introduce in 1913?

3. What was the electroencephalogram, and when was it invented?

1. When were drugs first used to treat depression?

2. When were the APA ethical standards first introduced?

3. Who were the two key psychologists associated with the humanistic 
approach?

4. Which book is mentioned as an early example of the cognitive 
approach?

5. When was the human genome sequenced - and why do you think 
this might be relevant to psychology?
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https://www.learner.org/series/discovering-psychology/explorations/history-of-psychology-contemporary-foundations/
https://www.learner.org/series/discovering-psychology/explorations/history-of-psychology-contemporary-foundations/


Hypotheses and variables

Read the textbook pages that are on pages 7 and 8 of this booklet. Make a page of 
notes using the Cornell method on page 6. Then answer the ‘Apply it’ questions on 

this page.

Identify the IVs and DVs in the examples below:

1. Talking to a child will increase their language ability

2. People are more aggressive on hot days

3. Students may be late for school because they stayed up late the night before

4. Watching horror films will make children have nightmares

Decide whether the following hypotheses are directional or non-directional:

1. There is a difference in children’s reading ability depending on whether they have 
blue or brown eyes

2. Dogs that are rewarded with treats sit when told to do so more often than dogs 
who are not rewarded with treats

3. There is a difference in the psychology grades of students depending on whether 
they are men or women

4. Teenagers who watch horror films have more friends than teenagers who watch 
romantic comedies

Write an operationalised directional and non-directional hypotheses for both of the aims 
below:

To investigate whether high confidence levels in children affect their level of obedience.

To investigate whether yawning is contagious.
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Research issues

As with the previous task - read the textbook pages that are on pages 12 and 13 of 
this booklet. Make a page of notes using the Cornell method on page 11. Then 

answer the questions on this and the next page.

1. Extraneous variables can be subdivided into which two types of variables?

1. Match the statements in the two columns:

1. Any unwanted influence of the researcher on the outcome is an investigator effect 
- true or false?

2. Identify the false statement about confounding variables:
a. They vary systematically with the IV
b. They mean we can’t be sure of the true reason for the change in the DV
c. They can only be identified after the experiment has finished
d. They are ‘nuisance’ variables but fairly easy to control

3. Most extraneous variables are extremely difficult to control - true or false?
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Extraneous variables Any individual differences between the 
people taking part which may affect the 
outcome

Confounding variables Variables that do vary systematically 
with the IV so we can’t be sure what 
has caused the change in the DV

Participant variables ‘Nuisance’ variables that do not vary 
systematically with the IV and can often 
be controlled before the experiment 
begins

Situational variables Any aspect of the environment that 
may interfere with the outcome of the 
investigation



Research issues

6. Confounding variables do not vary systematically with the  IV - true or false?

7. Match the statements in the two columns:

8. The effect of the researcher’s behaviour (conscious or unconscious) on the design of 
the study is known as what?

9. Standardised instructions should be given to all participants in an experiment - true or 
false?

10. Demand characteristics are a form of participant reaction - true or false?
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Demand characteristics Making sure that all participants are 
subject to the same instructions and 
experience

Randomisation Participants interpret cues from the 
experimenter and research 
situation. They may change their 
behaviour as a result.

Standardisation The use of chance to reduce the 
researcher’s influence on the design 
of the investigation
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Experimental designs

As before - read the textbook pages that are on pages 16 and 17 of this booklet. 
Make a page of notes using the Cornell method on page 16. Then answer the 

questions on this page.

1. Identify whether the following are examples of independent groups, repeated 
measures or matched pairs:

a. Depressed participants were assigned to receive either cognitive or 
behavioural therapy. A standardised test for depression was 
administered and participants were matched according to the severity 
of their symptoms.

b. A researcher randomly assigned participants to one of two conditions. 
Those in condition 1 were asked to recall a list of words grouped into 
meaningful categories; those in condition 2 were asked to recall the 
same words grouped randomly.

c. To find out if students are more alert in the morning or afternoon, all 
students were given a hazard perception test before school and at the 
end of the day.

2. Identify the limitation of a matched pairs design:

a. Lower risk of participant variables than independent groups
b. Lower risk of demand characteristics than repeated measures
c. Less economical to carry out than other designs
d. Lower risk of order effects than repeated measures

3.  Which of the following is not a type of order effect?

a. Fatigue
b. Intelligence
c. Practice
d. Boredom

4. Which design completely removes the problem of participant variables?

a. Independent groups
b. Matched pairs
c. Repeated measures
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Experiment types

As before - read the textbook pages that are on pages 20 and 21 of this booklet. 
Make a page of notes using the Cornell method on page 16. Then answer the 

questions on this page.

1. Identify which type of experiment all of the scenarios below are - either lab, field, 
natural or quasi.

a. Measuring the ability of three groups of children to put a comic strip in the 
right order - one group has a diagnosis of autism, one group has Down 
syndrome, and the third has no diagnosis.

b. Measuring the number of bystanders who helped a man collapsed on a 
subway when he was smartly dressed with a stick compared to when he was 
dressed shabbily and smelled of alcohol.

c. Measuring aggression levels of children in a Canadian town before and after 
television was introduced to the area.

d. Measuring participant ratings of how bright and appealing pictures of food 
appeared to them; one group had been deprived of food for 4 hours 
beforehand, the other had eaten normally.

e. Measuring the stress levels of town residents before and after a zombie 
invasion

f. Comparing the performance of a group of humans and a group of zombies on 
a video game.

g. Measuring the response of zombies to a range of stimuli, e.g. bright lights 
and electric shocks.

h. Counting how many people refuse to enter a lift when there is one zombie in 
it compared to when there are three zombies in it.

2. Identify the advantage of a lab experiment:

a. High in external validity
b. Lack control of extraneous variables
c. Standardised procedure makes them easy to replicate

3.  There is higher realism in a field experiment than a lab experiment - true or false?

4. Quasi experiments can’t be conducted in a lab - true or false?
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Memory experiment

I would like you to find three people who are willing to act as participants in a short 
memory experiment. You are going to test the ‘serial position effect’ - which 

predicts that people will remember more words from the start and end of a list 
than those in the middle. 

You will need to generate a list of 21 words. There are word generators online to 
help you. 

You will need to read out, or ask them to read the list of words. Then test them on 
the list of words and record how often each word in the list was recalled.

When you have results from all three people, you can calculate and compare the 
mean recall scores for words in the first seven, middle seven, and last seven words.

I will be looking for a well-standardised experiment - this means you are ensuring 
that each of the three participants is exposed to the same instructions, stimuli, and 
procedure. 

I would like you to briefly write up your experiment in the following sections:

AIM - what you were trying to find out

METHOD - What you did. Split this into participants, materials used, and 
procedure, including how you standardised everythng

RESULTS - your final data, presented in graph form

DISCUSSION - what went well, what you would do differently next time, how you 
might follow this experiment up and take it further.

Please type this up (if possible, if not hand-write) and bring it to your first 
psychology lesson in September. 
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